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Executive Summary

As blockchain ecosystems grow rapidly, so do the number of network hacks, attacks, and common 
vectors. Since 2020, over $3B has been exploited from multiple protocols on various chains.

•  Application Layer Risk
•  Protocol Layer Risk
•  Private Key Risk

The chart below categorizes the amount (as a percentage) stolen by protocol:
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Application Layer Attack Vectors

Application layer attack vectors entail smart contract bugs (an error in the code) or security failures. 
These exploits fall under a few main categories:   

•  Re-Entrancy Exploits
In the past, re-entrancy attacks were quite common and accounted for millions in protocol losses. 
Re-entrancy occurs when a contract executes an operation that causes this same contract to be called 
twice. The process may occur multiple times. Unchecked re-entrant functions can be used to manipulate 
the contract, and sometimes entire protocol contract systems. Common risks include contracts 
repeatedly transferring funds without performing safety checks each time (known as double-spending). 

Since reputable auditors have shifted to include the review of re-entrancy bugs, well-audited contracts 
possess little risk of containing them. The effectiveness of audits is a core driver of mitigating these 
exploits. Also, recently, there are standardized libraries to declare functions as non-re-entrant. 

•  Un-initialized Contracts
Deployment is a critical step in the security of contracts that requires extreme attention to detail. Most 
deployment contract systems use proxy contracts, admin multi-sigs, or external contracts which control 
critical functions. These functions include: changing protocol rates, releasing fixes to implementation 
contracts, and updating price oracles. Un-initialized contracts pose a major risk and give attackers the 
opportunity to brute force a transaction. This deploys a contract at a specified address. A malicious 
contract is able to gain access to the pre-defined administrator interface. Such attacks may lead to the 
draining of protocol vaults or contracts upgrading with malicious code embedded.

•  Cross-Contract Behavior
Protocol composability has seen dramatic growth in the past years. Protocol composability allows users to 
deposit liquidity tokens as collateral, borrow against their NFTs, and leverage multiple protocols thus 
maximizing capital efficiency. Although this has improved users’ experience, it has also increased 
dependencies and cross-contract interactions. When a single contract changes, the majority of other 
contracts remain unchanged, leaving various conditions untested. Protocols often interact with multiple 
versions of library and oracle contracts.

Thorough testing can help mitigate these risks, but many protocols do not have the resources to do so and 
are consequently at a higher risk of cross-contract exploits.

•  Non-reverting Fallback Functions
Fallback functions are called when data is not specified, or when invalid parameters are passed.  This makes 
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the fallback function a core piece of error-handling logic for smart contracts. Most fallback functions will 
have no effect, or show errors when called, although some do have 

WETH is a well-known fallback-prone function. WETH is the wrapped Ethereum contract that the majority 
of DeFi uses. The fallback functions for WETH are payable, and call the deposit function, taking the users’ 
Ethereum tokens and adding them to their WETH account balance. From the users’ perspective, this 
described operation may be profitable since Ethereum tokens accidentally sent to the contract are 
automatically converted to WETH belonging to the sender.

While convenient and safe for users, this fallback is dangerous for proxy contracts that execute 
transactions on behalf of other users. A non-standardized, but common ERC20 method is `permit(owner, 
spender, rawAmount, deadline, v, r, s).

This method approves contracts to spend ERC20 tokens using a custom cryptographic signature and is 
widely used by multi-sigs and proxy contracts. However, the scheme is not implemented on the WETH 
contract, and if a contract attempted to call the permit function on the WETH contract it would execute 
the fallback function, and deposit WETH instead. Such an attack occurred on a major bridge and led to 
millions of dollars in users’ funds lost.

Application Layer Attack Vectors
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Protocol Layer Attack Vectors

Consensus attacks can be detrimental as hackers gain access to a protocol or network via a majority 
stake in tokens or computing power. The most common and widespread forms of protocol layer 
attacks are:

•  51% Attacks
Security schemes are built with a list of conditions that if met, will cause a protocol to be secure.  For 
Bitcoin and Ethereum, as current or previous Proof-of-Work based protocols, this condition was: if more 
than 51% of all the miners were behaving honestly (running clients without malicious modifications).  

The only feasible way to hack these networks would be to acquire enough of the total hash-power (51%). 
Such computing power is difficult to be achieved from both a logistic and cost point of view. 

Proof of Stake (PoS) chains have slightly different mechanisms, but the core security condition is the same, 
as long as honest operators own the majority of the staked assets, the chain is secure.

•  Token Based Voting
Token-based voting attacks are similar to 51% exploits (in its general assumption). A malicious actor 
accumulates tokens until they pose enough to unilaterally pass malicious governance proposals. Many 
decentralized organizations and protocols have token-based voting systems, and they often control 
access to the organization's treasuries, which can hold millions in funds.  

Flash loans create a unique opportunity for attackers, and if voting tokens are listed on decentralized 
exchanges, bad actors can borrow all protocol-owned tokens. If a voting contract has no time delays, flash 
loans can be used to create, pass, and execute proposals all in a single block (12 seconds). 

•  Protocol Bugs and Errors
If applications are running on a base protocol that is vulnerable, all applications and funds secured by that 
protocol are at risk.
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Private Key Risks

Private Keys are 64-digit crypto- graphical variables used to encrypt data. Every externally owned 
address (EOA) or wallet, personal or corporate has a private key, thus private key security and safety 
are of the utmost importance. The described process may be called Private Key Management or 
Private Key Custody. 

•  Personal Level
Although, often not as damaging from a financial standpoint, personal private key attacks are incredibly 
frequent throughout Web3. New users with little knowledge are especially susceptible to phishing scams 
and exploits. 

•  Company Level
Managerial or company attacks often hold a much heavier weight from a financial point of view but are less 
frequent. These attacks can occur in a range of ways from a mismanaged social media account to an 
executive with little personal security. 

•  Operational Security
The operational security of an organization is the largest risk while private keys are at play as well as layers 
of defense behind internal communication, data, and services. Companies operating in Web3 need to 
protect against state-sponsored actors, and hacking collectives who have access to massive amounts of 
resources.

Dozens of layers need to be protected. A compromised Slack, Discord, or Github account can create 
compounding security implications. Two-factor authentication is a simple necessity. To further protect 
company communication channels, web servers and infrastructure are critical tasks for all crypto 
companies.
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Cross-Chain Bridges

• Why Are Bridges The Main Culprit?
Bridges are naturally prime targets for exploits as they experience millions in daily volume. Most of the 
volume is deposited and locked across multiple chains. Such a situation creates a tradeoff; decentralized 
bridges are more technically secure, and possess fewer human points of failure, but in return are 
significantly harder to patch when exploits do occur. 

There are a handful of bridges that have begun to integrate DeFi, cross-chain, and complex multi-protocol 
swap and liquidity solutions. This significantly escalates exposure by integrating the bridge with dozens of 
protocols, assets, and contracts.

Private keys should not exist within bridge protocols nor represent major single points of failure. Due to the 
nature of private keys, once a key has been hacked, all the assets in that contract are at risk. There is no way 
to undo this action. As a recent example, the $600M Ronin hack in 2021 was a result of a similar 
shortcoming. The private keys that were used to run the bridge were extracted, and the exploiters were 
quickly able to drain locked assets off their contracts.

• Anatomy of a Bridge
Bridges have become fundamental pieces of infrastructure that connect blockchains. At its base layer, a 
bridge is a system of smart contracts and infrastructure that listens for new data to appear on one chain. 
Once it detects a new data message, it sends the message onto a separate chain.  

This process is intensive, and requires contracts on each chain, in addition to secure off-chain infrastructure 
capable of signing transactions on individual chains. The off-chain relayer infrastructure maintains nodes on 
each chain, and listens for new data payloads submitted on the source chain. Once a new data payload has 
been detected, the off-chain relayer takes that data payload, and executes it on the destination chain. 

Source: Xscope: Hunting for Cross-Chain Bridges Attacks

https://arxiv.org/pdf/2208.07119.pdf
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Cross-Chain Bridges

• Operational Private Key Security
The off-chain relay process is naturally trusted and requires some sort of a signing scheme to verify and 
execute data payloads on the target chain. Many bridges use a multi-sig system, where a majority of keys 
need to sign off on all transmitted payloads. However, these keys control huge amounts of funds, and are 
perfect targets for malicious actors.

State-sponsored hacking collectives like the Lazarus Group have exploited bridges in the past, and the 
sophistication of operational intrusions is significant; showing the level of power that bridge relaying 
infrastructure needs to stand up to.  

• Multi-Programming Language Dependencies
Many bridges operate between the EVM, Substrate, and Tendermint chains, which each have their own 
development stacks. This causes most bridges to have multiple unique contracts, written in multiple 
languages, and different unit test suites between contract libraries.

This significantly increases the surface area for contract bugs and requires hiring expert developers for 
each language as well as increasing the operational cost and complexity. Audits must be performed for 
each contract, and few firms have the capability to do solidity and rust in-house. 

• Exposure to Underlying Stability of All Protocols
Bridges are also subject to the underlying security requirements of the protocols they operate on. This 
creates an additional attack vector for manipulating them. Assets locked in a bridge contract on a highly 
secure chain, like Ethereum, have exposure to assets locked on centralized chains, or chains with 
low-security guarantees. 

• Misalignment of Development Incentives
Bridges are incredibly profitable. The first to market attracts more liquidity which increases protocol 
revenue. This creates a feedback cycle in which bridges are incentivized to go to market quickly. It stands 
in the opposite of Ethereum protocol development, which is one of the slowest, most tested, and 
fault-tolerant development cycles to date.  

Bridges, and in particular, generalized messaging protocols should be viewed as base layer infrastructure, 
developed similar to Ethereum; with slow development cycles, and meticulously tested and audited. This 
misalignment of incentives has caused the space to be filled with rapidly developed, and insecure 
protocols.

https://thedefiant.io/harmony-hack-lazarus
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What to Observe

• Real-Time Monitoring
Exploits are inevitable, and despite best security practices, there will eventually be a breach. Responding to 
a situation is crucial. The first step in incident response is always figuring out what has happened, where it 
happened, and how much value is at risk. 

The Forta network was founded by OpenZeppelin engineers with the goal of decentralizing the security 
monitoring ecosystem and building tooling for real-time threat detection. Forta has nearly 700 bots 
monitoring billions in TVL. One valuable security tool is subscribing to relevant bots, and receiving alerts 
when critical threats are detected. These bots can also be used for operational monitoring within protocols, 
and several DAOs.

• Application Layer Security Advancements
With each new exploit, auditors and developers learn how to protect against a new class of exploits, and 
these cases can be covered in the project tests. This has led to improvements in security, but space keeps 
advancing faster. New tooling has been developed, and there are exciting developments coming to market 
each quarter.

Some of the most promising toolings have been formal verification and fuzzing, which enable protocols to 
write high-level conditions like `total_protocol_borrows ≤total_protocol_collateral`. These conditions can 
be tested against each possible input and contract state. These tools are compute-intensive, and require 
writing new test suites, but enable a new class of bugs to be detected, and will help build long-term security. 

• Off-chain Simulation Tooling and Infrastructure
The transaction simulation space is another promising area for innovation. By running a blockchain node, 
and maintaining the current chain state, nodes can simulate the execution of a transaction before 
broadcasting it to the network. This process is currently used by Flashbots to simulate MEV bundles before 
they execute. This removes failing transactions before they are broadcasted to the network, saving 
transaction fees for users, while also reducing congestion.

Transaction simulation is also being used by LayerZero, the cross-chain messaging platform designed to 
be built on. LayerZero recently launched a service called ‘pre-crime’ which uses simulation  
infrastructure to execute messages on a copy of the target chain and check the resulting state for 
malicious behavior. As this tool is built up, and more conditions are verified, the cross-chain messages will 
become incredibly secure.

https://medium.com/layerzero-official/introducing-pre-crime-49bef4a581d5
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The pie chart below shows us that application layer attacks are by far the most frequent. Private key 
exploits come in second, followed by protocol layer vectors. 

The dollar amount in total exploits by date is modeled below:
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Disclaimer

This report does not indicate Nethermind's endorsement of any particular project or team, nor guarantee its security. 

No third party should rely on this report in any way, including for the purpose of making any decisions to buy or sell a 

product, service or any other asset. To the fullest extent permitted by law, Nethermind disclaims any liability in 

connection with this report, its content, and any related services and products and your use thereof, including, 

without limitation, the implied warranties of merchantability, fitness for a particular purpose, and non-infringement. 

Nethermind does not warrant, endorse, guarantee, or assume responsibility for any product or service advertised or 

offered by a third party through the product, any open source or third-party software, code, libraries, materials, or 

information linked to, called by, referenced by or accessible through the report, its content, and the related services 

and products, any hyperlinked websites, any websites or mobile applications appearing on any advertising, and 

Nethermind will not be a party to or in any way be responsible for monitoring any transaction between you and any 

third-party. You should use your best judgment and exercise caution where appropriate. 

FOR AVOIDANCE OF DOUBT, THE REPORT, ITS CONTENT, ACCESS, AND/OR USAGE THEREOF, INCLUDING ANY 

ASSOCIATED SERVICES OR MATERIALS, SHALL NOT BE CONSIDERED OR RELIED UPON AS ANY FORM OF FINANCIAL, 

INVESTMENT, TAX, LEGAL, REGULATORY, OR OTHER ADVICE.
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